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WEIGHTS AND MEASURES 
 

oC – degree Celsius 
km – kilometer 
m – meter 
dB – Decibel 
LAeq – Equivalent Continuous Level ‘A weighting’ - ‘A’-weighting 

= correction by factors that weight sound to correlate with the 
sensitivity of the human ear to sounds at different frequencies 

 
 

NOTES 
 

In this report, “$” refers to US dollars, 
Aimag – Provincial country division 
and Khoroo – sub-district division 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This environmental management plan is a document of the client. The views expressed 
herein do not necessarily represent those of ADB's Board of Directors, Management, or staff, 
and may be preliminary in nature. Your attention is directed to the “Terms of Use” section of 
this website. 
 
In preparing any country program or strategy, financing any project, or by making any 
designation of or reference to a particular territory or geographic area in this document, the 
Asian Development Bank does not intend to make any judgments as to the legal or other 
status of any territory or area. 
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Figure I: Location Map of the Project Area 

 
Source: TA consultant. 

 
Figure II: Location Map of the 18 Pilot Bus Stops Along Chingeltei Street in the 17th and 

18th Khoroos of Chingeltei District, North of Ulaanbaatar City 
 

 

Source: TA consultant. 
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The terminal, 
17th khoroo 
(48° 0'2.36"N, 
106°52'23.88"E 





 

ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT PLAN 
 
A. Brief Project Overview 
 
1. The Improving Transport Services in Ger Areas project aims to demonstrate interventions 
that improve the accessibility, safety, security, and quality of transport services along the 
Chingeltei street corridor in the ger areas of Ulaanbaatar city through three outputs: (i) public 
transport access, facilities and service in Chingeltei corridor improved; (ii) pedestrian safety 
facilities and residents’ safety awareness along Chingeltei street enhanced; and (iii) community-
led behavior change and community engagement enhanced. The project has strong pro-poor, 
socially inclusive, and gender-sensitive features. The project will directly benefit 23,644 persons, 
including 12,104 women, 7,336 children, and 454 persons with disabilities (PWDs) in two Khoroos 
(districts) in the ger areas. The project will have wider impacts through the demonstration of 
solutions to improve safety, accessibility and quality of public transport services, and improving 
road safety, which can be replicated in other transport corridors in Ulaanbaatar. The pilot has 
been designed to be replicable in other precincts by the government. A human-centered design 
(HCD) approach involving active participation of users has been adopted for project concept 
design and will continue throughout detailed design and implementation.1 
 
2. The project will pilot measures to improve the accessibility, security, safety, and quality of 
public transport services in Chingeltei district. It will involve active community participation to 
ensure long-term community ownership and support for the project. The impact will be access to 
safe and comfortable transport services that meet customers’ demand improved.2 The outcome 
will be improved quality and safety of, and access to, public transport services for residents in ger 
areas demonstrated. 
 
B. Outputs and Key Activities 
 
3. Output 1: Public transport access, facilities and services in Chingeltei corridor 
improved. A safe and accessible bus stop and pedestrian precinct designed on the principles of 
accessible design 3  and Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED) 4  will be 
piloted in Chingeltei. This will include the following improvements: (i) a fully enclosed terminus 
bus stop with four bus parking bays, a resting area for drivers, passenger waiting area, police 
desk, smart bus information board and an eco-toilet;5 (ii) at least 0.8 km of footpath improved for 
pedestrian safety and accessibility;6 (iii) bus shelters installed at 14 bus stops along the project 
corridor with visible and accessible information boards and environment lighting;7 (iv) a fully 
enclosed bus shelter constructed at the GADIP kindergarten and business incubator; 8 
(v) speakers installed on buses to announce the route arriving at the stop; and (vi) pilot of a 
dedicated accessible bus service with a low-floor bus, advertised in the schedule on the project 

                                                
1 Human-centered design is a design and management framework that places the beneficiaries and other key 

stakeholders at the center of the design and implementation process. 
2 ADB. 2018. Strategy 2030: Achieving a Prosperous, Inclusive, Resilient, and Sustainable Asia and the Pacific. 

Manila. 
3  Accessible design is a design process in which the needs of people with disabilities are specifically considered. 
4  Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED) is an approach to deter criminal behavior through the 

design of the urban environment, use of technology. 
5  As there is no piped water at the project terminus area, a composting eco-toilet is proposed. 
6  The Chingeltei District Government has plans to install approximately 1.0 km of missing footpath in 2019. Dual-way 

footpath will be installed where possible without any land acquisition or resettlement impacts. 
7  Two of the 18 bus stops have already been upgraded. 
8  Kindergarten designed for 240 children and the business incubator is expected to serve 300 people at a time. 
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route. The infrastructure improvements will be complemented by information communication 
technology improvements related to bus information services, piloting measures to improve the 
customer service feedback mechanisms, and capacity strengthening, delivered through an 
attached technical assistance (TA). 
 
4. Output 2: Pedestrian safety facilities and residents’ safety awareness along 
Chingeltei street enhanced. This output will combine infrastructure, technology, capacity 
strengthening and education interventions to enhance pedestrian road safety outcomes in the 
Chingeltei project corridor. It will involve (i) traffic calming and pedestrian safety infrastructure 
interventions installed at high-risk areas to achieve a 3-star or better safety rating for pedestrians 
along the project corridor (footnote 7); (ii) technological interventions to improve pedestrian and 
road safety, such as closed-circuit television (CCTV) and signalized crossings; (iii) a 
comprehensive road policing capacity building program based on general and specific deterrence 
principles; (iv) behavior change communication interventions including public awareness 
campaigns and supporting enforcement and education interventions to improve the effectiveness 
of project interventions and enhance safety outcomes;9 and (v) road safety related policy and 
penalty review and recommendations. 
 
5. Output 3: Community-led behavior change and community engagement enhanced. 
This output will strengthen participation, community safety, and build community ownership over 
public transport and pedestrian infrastructure in the project corridor through (i) establishing a 
community council;10 (ii) community-designed and led measures to reduce harassment on public 
transportation; (iii) community-led initiatives to improve, maintain, and build ownership of the 
project corridor; (iv) behavior change communication initiatives, including promoting bus etiquette 
among drivers and passengers, and engaging informal taxi drivers and associations to promote 
a proper etiquette for informal taxi drivers; and (v) video documentation on the before and 
aftereffects of the project. Parts iv and v will be delivered through an attached TA. 
 
C. Objective and Structure 
 
6. An EMP has been developed for this grant project of Mongolia: Improving Transport 
Services in Ger Areas (Financed by the Japan Fund for Poverty Reduction). The EMP defines 
all potential impacts of all the grant components and the mitigation and protection measures 
with the objective of avoiding or reducing these impacts to acceptable levels, meeting 
international and Mongolian standards. The EMP also defines the institutional arrangements 
and mechanisms, the roles and responsibilities of different institutions, procedures and 
budgets for implementation of the EMP. The EMP seeks to ensure continuously improving 
environmental protection activities during preconstruction, construction, and operation in 
order to prevent, reduce, or mitigate adverse impacts and risks. The EMP draws on the 
findings of the IEE and ADB grant processing mission discussions and agreements with the 
relevant government agencies. 
 
7. The EMP defines: (i) EMP objectives; (ii) responsibilities and authorities for EMP 
implementation;, (iii) summary of impacts and mitigation measures; (iv) environmental 
monitoring and inspection plan; (v) institutional strengthening and training plan; (vi) reporting 

                                                
9  Campaigns will consider behavior elements (e.g. safe crossing behavior) and critical risk factors (e.g., speeding, 

drink driving, seatbelt, and child restraints). Education will include schools along the project corridor and focus on 
behavior related to the new project infrastructure. 

10 Established by PMO in early stage of project implementation to encourage community support and ownership of the 
project. Communication and Participation Strategy (accessible from the list of linked documents in Appendix 2). 
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requirements; (vii) grievance redress mechanism (GRM); (viii) cost estimates; and 
(ix) mechanism for feedback and adjustment. The EMP will be reviewed and updated at the 
end of the detailed design in order to be consistent with the final detailed design. 
 
D. Implementing Organizations and Their Responsibilities 
 
8. The project implementing organizations and their responsibilities are following: 
 

Organizations Management Roles and Responsibilities 
Executing agency: 
Governor’s Office of Capital 
City (GOCC) 

• Assume overall accountability and responsibility for project planning, 
management, and implementation 

• Ensure project compliance with the grant agreement 
• Co-sign approval for withdrawal application from project advance account 

(with Ministry of Finance [MOF]) 
• Ensure progress reports are submitted to ADB on a timely basis 
• Ensure financial auditing is conducted in line with the ADB and relevant 

Government regulations 
• Chair the Project Steering Committee 
• Provide overall guidance and support to the implementing agencies  
• Monitor and address any safeguards issues, if required 
• Provide timely policy support 
• Prepare and submit annual project budget to MOF on a timely basis 
• Ensure relevant reports are uploaded to the MOF’s Official Development 

Assistance management information system 
• Guide and manage the PMO 

Project Management Office 
Based at GOCC office  

• Responsible for program implementation and management. 
• PMO staff consists of Project Coordinator/Engineer, Finance Specialist and 

Office Manager/Translator 
• PMO consultants include: Monitoring and Evaluation Specialist, 

Procurement/Contract Management Specialist, Environment Specialist, 
Social Safeguard, Gender and Behavior Change Specialist 

• Establishes and maintain program performance management system  
• Manage the daily project planning, implementation and financial 

management  
• Manages detailed surveys, investigations and engineering designs for all 

subcomponents 
• Support the EA and IAs in preparation and finalization of the procurement 

documents, the procurement process and management of works, goods 
supply and consulting services contracts (with support from relevant 
municipal bodies) 

• Monitor project progress against the DMF, PAM, GAP and Stakeholder 
Communication matrix 

• Ensure compliance with the project safeguard requirements in the 
environmental safety guidelines and GAP, including periodic site inspections 

• Submits progress reports and audit reports, to ADB and the MUB on time 
• Submits the withdrawal application to ADB, collect and keep supporting 

documents, submit reporting requirements, including the annual report and 
financial statements 

Project Steering Committee • Comprised of: Mayor of Ulaanbaatar City and Governor of Capital City 
(chair); Governor’s Office of Capital City (member); Ministry of Road and 
Transport Development (member); Ministry of Finance (member); Public 
Transport Department (member); Roads Development Department of 
Capital City (member); Education Department of Capital City (member); 
Urban planning and Development Department (member); Ulaanbaatar 
Traffic Control Center (member); Transport Police Department (member); 
Governor’s Office of Chingeltei District (member); Second Division of 
Chingeltei District Police (member); Investment Department of Capital City 
(member); ADB (observer) 
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Organizations Management Roles and Responsibilities 
• Provide policy advice and operational guidance to the project executing 

agency and the PMO to ensure full and timely achievement of project 
objectives defined in the Agreement 

• Supervise project administration and ensure intra- and inter-sector 
coordination to ensure effectiveness and efficiency of project implementation 
and operations 

• Review and approve project annual work plans, and related financial and 
procurement planning documents 

• Meet at least semi-annually 
Implementing Agencies: 
Roads Development 
Department of Capital City 
 

• Assume direct accountability and responsibility for implementation of project 
Outputs 1–3 

• Responsible for overall implementation of the program, including finance and 
administration, technical and procurement matters, monitoring and 
evaluation, and safeguards compliance 

• Coordinate the preparation and delivery of any domestic environmental or 
social safeguard requirement 

• Coordinate the domestic approval requirements of technical designs 
• Facilitate project stakeholders’ activities (e.g., meetings, trainings, 

community engagement) 
• Review PMO progress reports and reports to the PSC  

Public Transport Service 
Department 

 

• Assume direct accountability and responsibility for implementation of project 
outputs related to public transport infrastructure and services 

• Responsible for technical review and approval of designs related to public 
transport infrastructure to ensure compliance with MON standards 

• Coordinate the domestic approval requirements of technical designs related 
to public transport facilities 

• Review PMO progress reports and reports to the PSC 
• Act as member of the PSC  

Asian Development Bank • Administer the project and oversee the EA’s and IA’s compliance with the 
grant agreement during the project implementation 

• Disburse grant proceeds 
• Review and as needed, approve procurement, consultant recruitment, 

progress reports, and audit reports 
• Review project compliance and targets against the DMF, environmental 

safety guidelines, GAP, PAM and selection criteria for small-scale grants 
• Monitor the project progress and conducts review missions 
• Disclose monitoring reports on ADB public website 
• Observer at the project steering committee meetings 
 
Coordination with EOJ in Mongolia, JICA, and ADB’s OCO–Japan team  
• Invite EOJ in Mongolia, JICA, and OCO–Japan team to project events and 

missions (for OCO, inform up to 4 months ahead) 
• Inform on project progress and provide key reports and materials 
• Inform and/or discuss potential changes in project scope 
• Respond to inquiries and/or information requests 
• Support donor visibility for dissemination of outcomes and lessons  

Ministry of Finance • Ensures that the GOCC provides timely counterpart support 
• Establish project advance account for grant funds in a Commercial bank 

acceptable to ADB 
• Represent GOM for the grant negotiations 
• Negotiate and sign grant agreement and project approval on behalf of GOM 
• Co-sign withdrawal applications from project advance account together with 

GOCC 
• Review project progress and/or audit reports as needed 

ADB = Asian Development Bank, GOCC = Governor’s Office of the Capital City, PTSD = Public Transport Service 
Department, RRDCC = Roads Development Department of Capital City, PMO = Project Management Office,                  
PSC = Project steering committee. 
Source: Asian Development Bank. 
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9. Project Steering Committee (PSC). The project steering committee (PSC) will 
provide oversight to the activities of the executing and implementing agencies, and PMO 
ensuring close coordination and national ownership. The Mayor and GOCC will chair the 
PSC. The PSC will meet at least semi-annually. The PSC will include representatives from 
relevant ministries, agencies and CSOs. A technical advisory group will be also established 
at the GOCC and TDCC for technical review of the project documents. The project teams of 
GOCC, TDCC and the PMO will work closely with other stakeholders, including (i) CSOs 
working on pedestrian and road safety; (ii) the communities in the project corridor; and 
(iii) other donor agencies working on public transportation, accessibility and road safety 
projects in Ulaanbaatar. 
 
10. EA, IAs, PMO. The Governor’s Office of the Capital City (GOCC) will be the 
executing agency (EA) for the project. The Roads Development Department of Capital City 
and Public Transport Service Department will be the implementing agencies (IAs) for this 
grant project. GOCC will ensure collaboration with its Environmental Protection Department 
through providing the department a copy EMP following detailed design and allowing time for 
comment. A Project Management Office (PMO) was established in GOCC and will be 
responsible for the project implementation. The PMO will: (i) be responsible for overall 
management of project implementation; (ii) ensure adequate organization and agency 
coordination; (iii) monitor the progress of project implementation; and (iv) coordinate 
communication with ADB and other agencies concerned. 
 
11. Daily implementation of the project will be by a project management office (PMO). The 
PMO will comprise a team of 3 long-term staff and 7 intermittent consultants. The PTSD and 
RDDCC will provide supervision engineers on an as needed basis during construction. The PMO 
will represent the executing and implementing agencies and will lead the coordination, planning, 
and implementation of the project targets and requirements for administration, monitoring and 

 

Ulaanbaatar Smart 
Card Company 

 

Project management office 
 

Community / 
CSO 

 

District 
 

Steering Committee: 
1. Governor’s Office of Capital City 
2. Ministry of Road and Transport Development 
3. Ministry of Finance 
4. Public Transport Department 
5. Roads Development Department of Capital City 
6. Education Department of Capital City 
7. Urban planning and Development Department 
8. Ulaanbaatar Traffic Control Center 
9. Transport Police Department 
10. Governor’s Office of Chingeltei District 
11. Second Division of Chingeltei District Police 
12. Investment Department of Capital City 
13. ADB (observer) 
14. Embassy of Japan in Mongolia (observer) 

Roads Development 
Department of Capital City 

(implementing agency) 

Public Transport Department 
of Capital City 

(implementing agency) 
 

Governor’s Office of Capital City 
(executing agency) 

 

 

Consultants 
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Project Management Office 
(PMO) 

In Governor’s Office of the 
Capital City (GOCC) 

 

reporting. The project will be coordinated and implemented from the PMO office in the GOCC 
offices in Ulaanbaatar. Equipment procured under the project will be turned over to the executing 
agency and relevant government agencies such as the national police agency upon completion 
of the project activities. 
 
12. The overall responsibility of the environmental management activities lies with 
executing agency (EA)—GOCC. The PMO will include a Project Coordinator/Engineer, 
including capacities in environmental management (Figure EMP-1). The responsibilities 
include inspection, monitoring, reporting, and initiating corrective actions or mitigation 
measures. In the design stage, the PMO will pass the EMP to the relevant organizations 
responsible for detailed project design, to ensure mitigation measures are incorporated into 
the detailed designs. The EMP will be updated at the end of the detailed design phase, and 
then passed on to construction contractors. 
 

Figure EMP- 1: Responsibilities for Environmental Management 

 
Support 

 
 
 

 
13. Project Coordinator/Engineer. From an environmental perspective, a Project 
Coordinator/Engineer will have responsibility for day-to-day EMP implementation and 
supervision, and provision of reports to the PMO. Working in collaboration with the IAs the 
responsibilities of the Project Coordinator/Engineer include: 
 

(i) EMP update after detail project design; 
(ii) Support the PMO and tendering companies in preparing tender documents; 
(iii) Implementation and monitoring of the EMP; 
(iv) Monitoring contractors to ensure adherence to the EMP; 
(v) Providing overall planning and coordination and supervision of the EMP 

activities; 
(vi) Providing budgets for EMP activities; 
(vii) Coordinating the GRM (PPCU Deputy); 
(viii) Monthly reporting to the PMO on progress of the implementation of the EMP; 
(ix) Conducting consultation meetings with local stakeholders as required, 

informing them of imminent construction works, updating them on the latest 
project development activities, GRM, etc. 

(x) Supporting the Grant Implementation Safeguards Consultant in conducting 
training, EMP compliance reviews, annual reporting, etc. 

 

Project Steering Committee 

Implementing Agency (IA) 
 

Roads Development Department of 
Capital City and Public Transport 

Service Department 

Grant 
Implementation 

Safeguards 
Consultant 

(GISC) 

Project 
Coordinator/Engineer  
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14. Monitoring and Evaluation(M&E) Specialist. M&E will be undertaken by the existing 
M&E specialist in the GADIP PMO. Under the project coordinator’s supervision and in close 
coordination with GOCC, the duties and responsibilities of the M&E Specialist will include the 
following tasks but not limited to: 
 

(i) Establish monitoring and evaluation working group; 
(ii) Develop a comprehensive Project Performance Management System (PPMS) 

based on the project Design and Monitoring Framework, and gender and social 
dimensions with support from the Project Coordinator. The PPMS should specify 
the quarterly and annual performance targets, data sources, reporting 
mechanisms, and M&E plans and activities;  

(iii) Monitor project activities in accordance with the project general and detailed 
implementation plans and prepare monthly, quarterly and annual progress reports 
in collaboration with other PMO staff; 

(iv) Review and improve the template/outline for the quarterly and annual reports to be 
compatible with the ADB’ project performance management system; 

(v) Ensure timely submission of the project reports to GOCC, MOF and ADB for review 
and endorsement;  

(vi) Assess the project compliance with the Grant Agreement covenants and report the 
status to ADB through the quarterly progress reports and as needed;  

(vii) Ensure the GOCC compliance with the MOF’s Regulation on utilization of 
proceeds of foreign grants of the Government, and implementation, administration, 
financing, monitoring and evaluation of projects and programs funded by such 
proceeds;  

(viii) Update the Official Development Assistance Management Information System 
(ODAMIS) of the Ministry of Finance on quarterly and annual basis with the project 
information in consultation with the concerned Division of GOCC and MOF; 

(ix) Identify bottlenecks and problems that negatively affect smooth implementation of 
the project and propose remedial measures to PMO, GOCC and ADB; 

(x) Support the PMO Finance Specialist in ensuring the compliance with all financial 
covenants and other obligations stated in the Grant Agreement;  

(xi) Monitor usage of the grant funds for intended purposes; 
(xii) Access the implementation of the project Land Acquisition and Resettlement Plan, 

gender and social dimensions and report through the quarterly and annual reports; 
(xiii) Contribute to the planning of new activities under the project based on the findings 

of the evaluation; and 
(xiv) Perform other relevant tasks that would help the successful implementation of the 

assignment. 
 
15. Grant Implementation Safeguards Consultant (GISC)—6 person months. Under 
the grant implementation consultancy services, one national GISC will support the project 
with (i) project preparation; (ii) training, (iii) yearly environmental progress and compliance 
monitoring; (iv) annual environmental and social monitoring and progress reporting; 
(v) identifying environment and social-related implementation issues and necessary 
corrective actions to be reflected in an action plan; and (vi) undertaking site visits as required. 
The TOR of GISC is included in PAM, Appendix 4. 
 
16. Contractors. Contractors will be required to appoint an Environment, Health and 
Safety Officer (EHSO) responsible for daily monitoring and supervision, and evaluation of 
mitigation measures’ implementation. Each contractor will be required to develop an 
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Environmental, Health and Safety Management Plan (EHSMP). To ensure that the 
contractors comply with the EMP provisions, the PMO with the help and technical support of 
GISC, will prepare and provide the following specification clauses for incorporation into the 
bidding procedures, including: (i) a list of environmental management requirements to be 
budgeted by the bidders in their proposals; (ii) environmental clauses for contractual terms 
and conditions; and (iii) major items in the IEE and EMP. In addition, the PMO will prepare 
annual environment progress reports and submit them to ADB. 
 
17. Licensed Laboratory. A licensed laboratory will be engaged by the Contractors to 
conduct annually environmental monitoring during the construction phase, following the 
approved monitoring plan. The licensed institute will comply with Mongolian Quality 
Assurance/Control procedures and regulations for sampling and monitoring of environmental 
media and assess compliance with Mongolian environmental quality standards for ambient 
air, water and noise quality. 
 

Table EMP- 1: Environmental Responsibilities 

Phase  
Responsible 

Agencies Environmental Responsibilities 
Project 
Preparation  

MET,  
EA, PMO 
 
 
 
TA Consultants  
ADB  

Follow MON procedures 
Comply with MET instructions 
Conduct IEE in accordance with ADB SPS 2009 
Support EA in preparing request to MET and IEE 
 
Review and approve IEE, including EMP, 
Disclose on ADB website 
 

Detailed Design  Design institutes 
PMO, IAs, GISC 
ADB, MET  

Incorporation of environmental mitigation measures in detailed designs, 
and bidding documents  
Update EMP based on detailed design, if necessary 
Provide final EMP to MET 
Approve updated EMP, if necessary 
 

Tendering  PMO, IAs, Tendering 
Company, DI  

Incorporate mitigation measures and the EMP clauses in tendering 
documents, civil contracts and contractors’ construction management 
plans. 
 

GISC, ADB  Review tendering documents; confirm project’s readiness 
 

Construction  EA, IAs  Advise on implementation of mitigation measures 
 

Contractors, EHSO  Implementation of mitigation measures and conduct internal 
monitoring/supervision 
 

PMO-Project 
Coordinator/ 
Engineer 

Coordinate GRM; supervise EMP implementation; conduct regular site 
inspections; prepare monthly EMP progress reports; conduct training; 
support GISC in preparing annual environmental progress report 
 
Provide yearly EMPs to MUB’s Environmental Protection Department 
 

Licensed Laboratory  Engaged by contractor. Conduct annual environmental monitoring, 
prepare monitoring report 
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Phase  
Responsible 

Agencies Environmental Responsibilities 
GISC/M&E 
Specialist 

Advise on the mitigation measures; provide comprehensive technical 
support to PMO, EA and IAs for environmental management; conduct 
training; conduct annual EMP compliance review; prepare annual 
environmental progress reports.  
Support PMO- Project Coordinator/Engineer in preparing yearly EMPs 
for submission to MUB’s Environmental Protection Department  

ADB Conduct review missions; review and approve annual environmental 
progress reports, including disclosure  

Operation  PMO, IAs Licensed 
laboratory  

Conduct EMP compliance review, instruct IA on environmental 
management requirements; prepare annual environmental progress 
report for first year of operation Implementation of mitigation measures 
as defined in EMP Conduct environmental monitoring following 
approved monitoring plan 
 

 ADB  Review and approve environmental progress report, disclose on ADB 
project website  

ADB = Asia Development Bank, DI = Design Institutes, GISC = Grant Implementation Safeguards Consultants, PMO = 
project management office, EA = executive agency, IA = implementing agency, MET = Ministry of Environment and 
Tourism, EIA = environmental impact assessment, IEE = initial environmental examination, EMP = environmental 
management plan, EHSO = Environment, Health and Safety Officer. 
 
E. Summary of Potential Impacts and Mitigation Measures 
 
18. Potential environmental issues and impacts during the detailed design, pre- 
construction, construction and operation phases of this grant, as identified in the IEE, as well 
as corresponding mitigation measures designed to minimize the impacts, are summarized in 
Table EMP-2. Environmental protection and mitigation measures will (i) mitigate 
environmental impacts to acceptable levels, (ii) achieve compliance with national 
environmental regulations, and (iii) provide compensation for lost environmental resources. 
The mitigation measures will be incorporated into tender documents, construction contracts, 
and operational management plans. Design institutes, contractors, the PMO Project 
Coordinator/Engineer and the project implementing agencies (IA) will implement these 
measures. GOCC’s Environmental Protection Department will be provided with a copy of the 
mitigation measures in the EMP prior to construction for approval, and yearly thereafter. 
 
19. The effectiveness of these measures will be evaluated based on the results of the 
environmental monitoring and inspection to determine whether they should be continued, or 
improvements should be made. Improvements need to be confirmed through stipulated 
environmental management procedures. 
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Table EMP- 2: Summary of Protection and Mitigation Measures 
 

Issue Mitigation or Safeguard Measures Location Who Implements 

Who 
Supervises/ 
Approves 

Detailed Design and Construction Preparation Phase 
Institutional 
strengthening 

• Appoint one Project Coordinator/Engineer at PMO to be 
responsible for coordination of GRM and EMP implementation 
(PMO-Project Coordinator/Engineer) 

 

– PMO EA, ADB 

 • Contract licensed laboratory to conduct annual air, noise and 
surface water monitoring 

 

– Contractors EA 

 • Hire Grant Implementation Safeguards Consultants (GISC) under 
grant implementation consultancy services 

 

– EA, PMO 
 

ADB 

 • Appoint Environment, Health and Safety Officer (EHSO) for each 
construction site 

– Contractors PMO-Project 
Coordinator/ 
Engineer 

 
Review of 
existing 
drainage and 
building 
design 

• Reexamine existing flood channel, confirm adequacy of the flow 
capability of the flood channel 

• Undertake a detailed flood risk assessment and engineering 
calculation on drainage and culverts channels at the project design 
stage 

• Confirm that the project complies with relevant GoM’s design 
standards and codes for energy-efficient, safe buildings, including 
but not limited to: MNS 3838:2008 and Construction standard 
package # 91.040, #91.140.99 and other standards 

 

The grant 
project corridor 

DI PMO, GISC 

Earthwork, 
spoil 
management 

• Optimize and quantify required earthwork and balance between 
cutting and filling 

• If relevant, identify suitable borrow pits and spoil disposal sites, 
develop borrow pit and spoil disposal site management plan, and get 
approval from MET 

 

The grant 
project corridor 

DI MET, GISC 

EMP update • Review and update EMP after detailed design 
• Supply to GOCC’s Environmental Protection Department 
 

– PMO-Project 
Coordinator/ 
Engineer 
 

GISC, ADB, 
MET 
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Issue Mitigation or Safeguard Measures Location Who Implements 

Who 
Supervises/ 
Approves 

Bidding 
documents 
and 
contractors’ 
qualifications 
 

• Include environmental provisions in the RFPs 
• Include environmental section in the TOR for bidders 
• Include environmental clauses for contractors in reference to the 

EMP and monitoring plan in the construction and supply contracts 
 

– PMO, Tendering 
Agency, GISC 

EA, ADB 

Grievance 
Redress 
Mechanism 
(GRM) 

• Appoint a GRM coordinator prior to construction 
• Establish a project public complaint center (PPCU) 
• Provide training to GRM coordinator and entry points (PMO- SU) 
• Introduce GRM to potentially affected people 

– PMO, GISC, PMO-
Project 
Coordinator/Engineer, 
PPCU 

 

EA, ADB 

Environmental 
operation and 
supervision 
manual 
 

• Contractors will be required to prepare an environmental operation 
and supervision manual, including an environmental, health and 
safety management plan, for approval by PMO and MET 

All the grant 
construction 
sites 

Contractors PMO, GISC, 
MET 

Environmental 
management 
training 

• GISC or other environmental specialists provide training on 
implementation and supervision of EMP implementation to relevant 
stakeholders, following the approved training plan 

Ulaanbaatar GISC, PMO-Project 
Coordinator/Engineer, 
environment specialists 

 

EA, PMO, ADB 

Waste storage 
and disposal 
area 
management 

• Contractors will be required to submit a schedule for waste removal 
and disinfection of relevant waste storage areas. Relevant Hygiene 
and Infection Control organizations within the city government will 
approve the schedule 

 

All the grant 
construction 
sites 

Contractors PMO, MET 

Temporary 
traffic 
management 

• A temporary traffic control and operation plan will be prepared and 
approved by the GOCC prior to any construction, defining 

• Half-cross section construction will be applied as possible to 
reduce impact to normal traffic 

• Provisions for diverting or scheduling construction traffic to peak 
traffic hours; 

• Regulating traffic at road crossings for pedestrians 
• Identify suitable road crossings for pedestrians 
 

Project’s area 
of influence 

DI, local traffic police EA 

Soil Erosion • Soil erosion management plan to be prepared by the contractor and 
to be approved by the responsible authority before construction starts 

• Minimizing the area of soil clearance 
• Maintaining slope stability at cut faces by implementing erosion 

protection measures 

This grant bus 
corridor 
construction 
sites 

Contractors PMO-Project 
Coordinator/ 
Engineer, 
GISC, M&E 
Specialist 
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Issue Mitigation or Safeguard Measures Location Who Implements 

Who 
Supervises/ 
Approves 

• Construction in erosion and flood-prone areas should be mainly 
restricted to the dry season 

• Control silt runoff and cover soil stockpiles 
• Locate temporary soil stockpiles in areas where runoff will not 

induce sedimentation of waterways 
• Properly slope and re-vegetate disturbed surfaces 
• Protect slopes on both sides of any culverts to prevent soil and 

water loss 
 

Soil 
Contamination 

• Store chemicals/hazardous products and waste on impermeable 
surfaces in secure, covered areas 

• Remove all construction wastes from the construction site to 
approved waste disposal sites 

• Establish emergency preparedness and response plan (Spill 
Management Plan) 

• Provide spill cleanup measures and equipment at each 
construction site 

• Conduct training in emergency spill response procedures 
 

All the grant 
bus corridor 
construction 
sites 

Contractors PMO-Project 
Coordinator/ 
Engineer, 
GISC, M&E 
Specialist 

Borrow pits 
and spoil 
disposal sites 
(if relevant) 

• Develop borrow pits and spoil disposal site management and 
restoration plans, to be approved by responsible authority 

• Spoil disposal sites to be approved by MET 
• Pit restoration will follow the completion of works in full compliance 

with all applicable standards and specifications, and will be 
required before final acceptance and payment under the terms of 
contracts 

 

Borrow pits and 
spoil disposal 
sites 

Contractors MET, PMO-
Project 
Coordinator/ 
Engineer, 
GISC, M&E 
Specialist 

Protection of 
Surface Water 

• Develop and implement contingency plans for control of oil and 
other dangerous substances (Spill Management Plan) 

• Fuel storage, maintenance shop and vehicle cleaning areas must 
be stationed at least 300m away from the nearest water body 

• Construction wastes and materials (e.g., fuel) will be properly 
contained during construction. Wastes will be removed from site 
and taken to approved disposal facilities 

• Water collection basins and sediment traps will be installed in all 
areas where construction equipment is washed 

• Early installation of appropriate decontamination technology for 
surface water drainage outlets 

 

All the grant 
construction 
sites 

Contractors PMO-Project 
Coordinator/ 
Engineer, 
GISC, M&E 
Specialist 
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Issue Mitigation or Safeguard Measures Location Who Implements 

Who 
Supervises/ 
Approves 

 • Annual monitoring of surface water quality in Selbe River/flood 
channels 

Upstream and 
downstream of 
the project site 

Licensed laboratory PMO-Project 
Coordinator/ 
Engineer, 
GISC, M&E 
Specialist 
 

Air quality • Water will be sprayed on construction sites and material handling 
routes where fugitive dust is generated 

• Effective dust suppression measures will be implemented near 
sensitive receptors such as schools, hospitals, or housing 

• Fuel and chemicals will be covered / stored to minimize emissions 
• Trucks carrying earth, sand or stone will be covered with tarps or 

other suitable cover to avoid spilling 
• Construction vehicles and machinery will be maintained to a high 

standard to ensure efficient fuel-burning (note that local standards do 
not exist for vehicle emissions) 

 

All the grant 
construction 
sites 

Contractors 
 

PMO-Project 
Coordinator/ 
Engineer, 
GISC, M&E 
Specialist 
 

 • Annual air quality monitoring around construction sites Around 
construction 
sites 

Licensed laboratory PMO-Project 
Coordinator/ 
Engineer, 
GISC, M&E 
Specialist, 
Contractors 
 

Noise • Locate sites for high noise activities at least 500 m away from 
sensitive areas 

• Use mobile noise barriers during construction activities, especially in 
ger areas which have no inherent noise insulation 

• Restrict noise intensive construction activities between 10:00 pm–
7:00 am 

• Agreements with nearby schools, hospitals and residents regarding 
heavy machinery work to avoid any unnecessary disturbances 

• Seek suggestions from community members to reduce noise 
annoyance 

 

All the grant 
construction 
sites 

Contractors PMO-Project 
Coordinator/ 
Engineer, 
GISC, M&E 
Specialist 

 • Annual noise monitoring around construction sites and at sensitive 
areas 

All the grant 
construction 
sites, 
sensitive 

Licensed laboratory PMO-Project 
Coordinator/ 
Engineer, 
GISC, M&E 
Specialist 
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Issue Mitigation or Safeguard Measures Location Who Implements 

Who 
Supervises/ 
Approves 

areas (see 
monitoring 
plan) 
 

Waste 
Management 

• Confined storage of solid wastes away from sensitive receptors and 
regularly take to approved disposal facility; 

• Provide appropriate waste storage containers for workers’ and 
construction wastes; 

• Use approved contractor to remove all wastes from sites; 
• Removal of residual materials, wastes and contaminated soils that 

remain on the ground after construction; 
• Prohibit burning of waste; 
• Disinfect or sanitize waste storage areas according to agreed 

schedule; 
• Carefully handle hazardous waste if it is found during any 

construction activities, following the emergency protocols on which 
the workers will be briefed. 

 

All the grant 
construction 
sites 

Contractors PMO-Project 
Coordinator/ 
Engineer, 
GISC, M&E 
Specialist 

Physical 
cultural 
resources 

• Site assessment—document pre-condition of sites prior to 
construction (photographs) to avoid any false claims of damages 
induced by the project 

• Do not operate machinery during culturally significant festivals 
• Establish chance-finds procedure for undiscovered underground 

cultural sites and objects 

 Contractors PMO-Project 
Coordinator/ 
Engineer, State 
Professional 
Inspection 
Agency, 
Ministry of 
Education, 
Science and 
Culture, GISC, 
M&E Specialist 
 

Construction Phase 
Community 
Health and 
Safety 

• Prior to construction, inform residents through media and 
businesses on the forthcoming activities, including the dates and 
duration of expected traffic disruption 

 

Local 
newspapers 

PMO (with support of 
communication 
specialist) 

EA, GISC, M&E 
Specialist 

 • Install signs at construction sites warning people of potential 
dangers; 

• Provide physical barrier to limit access to construction sites, 
whenever possible; 

All this grant 
construction 
sites 
 

Contractors  
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Issue Mitigation or Safeguard Measures Location Who Implements 

Who 
Supervises/ 
Approves 

• No use of heavy machinery after daylight. 
• Comply with temporary traffic control plan (see above) 
 

 • Conduct regular public consultations with residents living adjacent to 
construction sites to identify community complaints about noise, air 
pollution, and other health and safety concerns, and seek 
suggestions from community members to mitigate nuisances 

 

All this grant 
construction 
sites 
 

Contractors, PMO-
Project Coordinator/ 
Engineer 
 

PMO, GISC, 
M&E Specialist, 
PPCU 
 

 • Traffic management plan developed before construction to mitigate the 
temporary traffic disturbance 

All this grant 
construction 
sites 
 

Contractors 
 

PMO, local 
traffic police 

Occupational 
Health and 
Safety 

• Provide a clean and sufficient supply of fresh water 
• Provide an adequate number of latrines and other sanitary 

arrangements at the construction site and work areas, and ensure 
that they are cleaned and maintained in a hygienic state 

• Provide garbage receptacles at construction site, which will be 
periodically cleared to prevent outbreak of diseases will be setup 

• Provide receptacles for liquid chemical waste in suitably bunded 
area for storage prior to disposal. Include clear notices and warning 
with health risks 

• Provide personal protection equipment (PPE), such as safety 
boots, helmets, gloves, protective clothing, goggles, and ear 
protection, in accordance with relevant health and safety 
regulations, for workers 

• Develop an emergency response plan to take actions on accidents 
and emergencies, including environmental and public health 
emergencies associated with hazardous material spills and similar 
events 

• Establish a Records Management System to store and maintain 
easily retrievable records (occupational accidents, diseases, 
spills, etc.) incidents 

• Display posters in Mongolian drawing attention to site safety, 
rescue and industrial health regulations in relevant areas of the 
construction site 

• Provide training to all construction workers in basic sanitation and 
health care issues, general health and safety matters, and on the 
specific hazards of their work 

All this grant 
construction 
sites 

Contractors PMO-Project 
Coordinator/ 
Engineer, 
GISC, M&E 
Specialist 
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Issue Mitigation or Safeguard Measures Location Who Implements 

Who 
Supervises/ 
Approves 

• Implement SITs/HIV/AIDS and other communicable diseases 
awareness and prevention program 

 
Utilities 
Provision 

• Assess construction locations in advance for potential disruption to 
services and identify risks before starting construction 

• For unavoidable disruptions dates and duration of service 
interruptions will be given to all Affected People in advance 

 

All this grant 
construction 
sites 

Contractors PMO-Project 
Coordinator/ 
Engineer, 
GISC, M&E 
Specialist 
 

Operation Phase 
Surface water 
quality 

• Regularly collect and properly dispose litter and debris from 
sidewalks, driveways, and parking lots along Chingeltei Street, 
especially near the Selbe river/flood channel 

• Clean the roadside catch basins before the wet season to avoid 
river/flood channel pollution by storm water runoff flushing debris 
and dirty silt 

• Place garbage bins and containers along the Chingeltei Street 
• Regularly assess issue of localized flooding at bus stations; 

implement corrective actions if necessary 
• Prohibit the construction of car washing and gas stations near the 

Selbe River and drainage channels 
 

This grant 
project 

O&M unit EA 

Noise • No new school, hospital or other sensitive facilities will be allowed to 
be built without noise protection measures within 200 m from the 
central line of the Chingeltei Street to prevent noise impacts to these 
facilities in the future 

 

Bus Corridor O&M unit EA 

Safety • Conduct regular safety monitoring during first year of operation 
• Out-of-dated buses will be timely eliminated or properly replaced by 

the bus companies according to Mongolia laws and regulations. 
(e.g., The public transport service, classification and requirement 
standard [MNS 5012: 2011]) 

 

Bus Corridor O&M unit EA 
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F. Environmental Monitoring and Inspection 
 
20. An environmental monitoring and inspection program was developed and is presented 
in Table EMP-3. The program considers the scope of monitoring and supervision, 
environmental media, monitoring parameters, time and frequency, implementing and 
supervising agencies. Environmental monitoring will follow the methodology provided in the 
national standard methods for monitoring pollutants. Other associated standards are national 
environmental quality standards and pollutant discharge/emission standards. 
 
21. The results of the environmental monitoring will be used to evaluate the extent and 
severity of actual environmental impacts against the predicted impacts and the performance 
of the environmental protection measures, and compliance with the EMP and relevant 
regulations and standards. 
 
22. Environmental monitoring and inspection plan. The monitoring and inspection 
plan includes the following: 
 

(i) Internal supervision and inspection: Regular and frequent supervision and 
inspection will be undertaken by the Environment, Health and Safety Officer 
(EHSO) hired by the Contractors, and by the PMO’s Project 
Coordinator/Engineer on a daily and bi-weekly basis, respectively; 

(ii) Environmental Quality Monitoring: Air, surface water and noise quality 
monitoring will be undertaken by a licensed laboratory once per year during 
construction (engaged by contractors); 

(iii) Periodic EMP Compliance Monitoring: Compliance to the project’s 
environmental safeguard requirements, as defined in the EMP and grant 
covenants, will be undertaken prior to construction (to confirm the project’s 
readiness) and annually during construction by the Grant Implementation 
Safeguards Consultant (GISC), with the support of the PMO-Project 
Coordinator/Engineer; and 

(iv) Legal Compliance Inspections: Compliance to construction standards 
legislation will be undertaken by the Specialized Controlling Agency for the 
National and Municipal Governments in Mongolia, as appropriate. 

 
23. The results of environmental monitoring and inspection activities will be used to 
assess: (i) the extent and severity of actual environmental impacts against the predicted 
impacts and baseline before the project implementation; (ii) performance or effectiveness of 
environmental mitigation measures; (iii) trends in impacts; (iv) overall effectiveness of EMP 
implementation; and (v) the need for additional mitigation measures and corrective actions. 
Annual GISC reporting will be provided to GOCC’s Environmental Protection department. The 
Environmental Monitoring Plan and estimated costs is shown in Table EMP-3. 
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Table EMP- 3: Environmental Monitoring and Inspection Plan 
 

Environmental 
Media/Issue 

 
Location, Parameters, Monitoring Technique 

Responsibility and 
Frequency 

Pre-Construction Phase 
Project readiness • Method: Review of PMO’s and contractor’s readiness to 

implement the project based on assessment of Project 
Readiness Indicators (Table EMP-4) 

• Parameters: Table EMP-4 
 

GISC/M&E Specialist – 
once before construction 

Surface water 
quality 

• Method, Location: Selbe River/flood channel water quality 
monitoring upstream and downstream 

• Parameters: Turbidity, total suspended solids, hydrocarbons, 
BOD5, specific conductance, pH 

 

Licensed laboratory – 
once before construction 

Construction Phase 
Soil erosion and 
contamination 

• Method, Location: Visual inspection of all construction sites 
• Parameters: (i) adequacy of soil erosion prevention 

measures; (ii) adequacy of soil contamination prevention 
techniques; (iii) evidence of excessive soil erosion or soil 
contamination 

EHSO - daily PMO-
Project 
Coordinator/Engineer 
– bi-weekly 
GISC/M&E Specialist – 
yearly 
 

Solid and liquid 
waste 
management 

• Method, Location: Visual inspection of all construction sites 
• Parameters: (i) adequacy of solid and liquid waste 

management, storage and containment system; 
(ii) presence of solid waste dumps, waste fires; (iii) use of 
MET approved disposal sites (iv) adherence to waste 
removal and disinfection schedule. 

 

EHSO - daily PMO-
Project 
Coordinator/Engineer 
– bi-weekly 
GISC/M&E Specialist - 
yearly 

Vegetation • Method, Location: Visual inspection of all construction sites 
• Parameters: adequacy of vegetation protection measures; 

evidence of damage to vegetation; compliance with 
approved tree management plan 

 

EHSO - daily 

Construction site 
health and safety 

• Method, Location: Visual inspection and interviews with 
construction workers and contractors at all construction sites 

• Parameters: (i) adherence to the approved Environmental, 
Health and Safety Management Plan (EHSMP); 
(ii) performance of the EHSO; (iii) worker complaints and 
concerns. 

 

EHSO - daily PMO-
Project 
Coordinator/Engineer 
– bi-weekly 
GISC/M&E Specialist - 
yearly 

Community health 
and safety 

• Method, Location: Visual inspection of all construction sites, 
informal interviews with nearby residents 

• Parameters: (i) adherence to approved temporary traffic 
management plan; (ii) adequacy of construction site signage 
and fencing; (iii) adequacy of temporary noise mitigation 
measures; (iv) accidents involving public and workers; 
(v) emergencies and responses; (v) public complaints about 
noise, air pollution, construction site safety, localized flooding, 
etc. 

 

PMO-Project 
Coordinator/Engineer – 
bi-weekly GISC/M&E 
Specialist - yearly 

Induced traffic 
disturbance 

• Method, Location: Visual inspection along construction sites, 
informal interviews with affected people, consultation of local 
traffic police 

• Parameters: (i) adequacy of, and compliance with, the 
approved temporary traffic control and operation plan; 
(ii) satisfaction of affected people. 

PMO-Project 
Coordinator/Engineer – 
bi-weekly GISC/M&E 
Specialist - yearly 
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Environmental 
Media/Issue 

 
Location, Parameters, Monitoring Technique 

Responsibility and 
Frequency 

Surface water 
quality 

• Method, Location: Selbe River/flood channel water quality 
monitoring upstream and downstream 

• Parameters: Turbidity, total suspended solids, hydrocarbons, 
BOD5, specific conductance, pH 

 

Licensed laboratory – 
once per year 

Air quality • Method, Location: Air quality monitoring, on pavements 
adjacent to bus corridor intersections, at construction site 
boundaries, inside boundaries of sensitive receptors 
(schools, hospitals) 

• Parameters: Dust, NOx, SO2, CO, PM10, PM2.5 
 

Licensed laboratory –
once per year 

Noise • Method, Location: Noise monitoring, on pavements 
adjacent to works along the bus corridor, at construction site 
boundaries, inside sensitive receptors (schools, hospitals)  

• Parameters: dB(A) 
 

Licensed laboratory –
once per year 

Interview with AP • Method, Location: Interview with potentially affected 
people (AP) adjacent to construction sites. 

• Parameters: See Monitoring Form 1 - Stakeholder 
Monitoring Interviews (Appendix 4) 

 

PMO-Project 
Coordinator/Engineer – 
monthly 

EMP 
Compliance 
Monitoring 

• Method, Location: Review of project’s adherence with EMP 
and grant covenants 

• Parameters: EMP and grant covenants 
 

PMO, GISC/M&E 
Specialist – yearly 

Construction Completion and Operation Phase 
Post- 
construction site 
inspection 

• Method, Location: Visual inspection, post-construction 
environmental condition assessment at each construction 
site. 

• Parameters: See Monitoring Form 2 – Post Construction 
Environmental Condition (Appendix 4) 

PMO-Project 
Coordinator/Engineer, 
/M&E Specialist – twice: 
two/one week before 
completion, once after 
completion 
 

Traffic safety • Method, Location: Visual inspection, post-construction 
safety assessment at the bus corridor. 

• Parameters: See Monitoring Form 2 – Post Construction 
Environmental Condition (Appendix 4) 

PMO-Project 
Coordinator/Engineer, 
/M&E Specialist – 4 times 
during first year of 
operation 
 

Surface water 
quality 

• Method, Location: Selbe River/flood channel water quality 
monitoring upstream and downstream 

• Parameters: Turbidity, total suspended solids, 
hydrocarbons, BOD5, specific conductance, pH 

PMO-Project 
Coordinator/Engineer, 
/M&E Specialist – twice 
during first year of 
operation 

Interview with AP • Method, Location: Method, Location: Interview with 
potentially affected people (AP) adjacent to completed 
project sites; 

• Parameters: (i) Overall satisfaction with project outputs; 
(ii) concerns and complaints. 

PMO-Project 
Coordinator/Engineer/M&
E Specialist – twice 
during first year of 
operation 

Source: TA consultant. 
 
24. Assessment of project readiness. Before construction, the GISC will assess the 
project’s readiness in terms of environmental management based on a set of indicators 
(Table) and report it to ADB and the PMO. This assessment will demonstrate that 
environmental commitments are being carried and environmental management systems are 
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in place before construction starts or suggest corrective actions to ensure that all 
requirements are met. 
 

Table EMP- 4: Project Readiness Assessment Indicators 
 

Indicator  Criteria Assessment 
EMP update  The EMP was updated after detailed design, and approved by ADB 

and MET (if relevant)  
 

Yes No 

Compliance with grant 
covenants  

The grantee complies with grant covenants related to project design 
and environmental management planning 
  

Yes No 

Public involvement  
effectiveness  

Meaningful consultation completed  
GRM established with entry points and PPCU  
 

Yes No 

Environmental  
Supervision in place 
  

Project Coordinator/Engineer designated within PMO  Yes No 

Bidding documents and 
contracts with  
environmental  
safeguards 

Bidding documents and contracts incorporating the environmental 
activities and safeguards listed as grant assurances  

Yes No 

Bidding documents and contracts incorporating the impact mitigation 
and environmental management provisions of the EMP 
 

Yes No 

Contractor readiness  Environmental, Health and Safety Management Plan (EHSMP) 
established for construction sites 

Yes No 

Environment, Health and Safety Officers appointed  Yes No 
Assessment of potential disruption to utilities services conducted Yes No 
Assessment of PCB occurrence conducted and  Yes No 
management strategy in place Stakeholder interviews to confirm 
issues if services are disrupted  

Yes No 

Site condition report for heritage site within project area Yes No 
Schedule for waste removal and storage site disinfection approved Yes No 
Flood risk assessment conducted for the bus corridor 
 

Yes No 

EMP financial support  The required funds have been set aside to support the EMP 
implementation according to the financial plan. 
  

Yes No 

Baseline Water 
Monitoring  

Selbe River/flood channel water quality monitoring conducted prior to 
construction  

Yes No 

Source: TA consultant. 
 

 

25. Environmental monitoring and supervision cost estimates. Costs for 
environmental monitoring and supervision include salaries and consultancy fees for the 
PMO-Project Coordinator/Engineer, the M&E Specialist, GISC and the EHSO, as well as 
costs for the environmental monitoring performed by a licensed laboratory. The salary costs 
of the PMO-Project Coordinator/Engineer, M&E Specialist and GISC will be covered by the 
EA; the salaries of the EHSO will be covered by the Contractors and budgeted in their 
contracts. Air, water and noise monitoring costs will amount to approximately $4,000 over 4 
years. These expenses will be covered by the IAs and included in the overall project budget. 
 
G. Institutional Strengthening and Training 
 
26. An assessment undertaken during the grant project preparation stage showed that the 
EA and IAs lacked expertise and capacities to ensure adequate environmental management 
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of the project. To ensure effective implementation of the EMP and undertake the 
responsibilities in Table EMP-1, the capacity of the PMO, Implementing Agencies and 
contractors’ staff responsible for EMP implementation and supervision must be strengthened. 
All parties involved in implementing and supervising the EMP must have an understanding of 
the goals, methods, and practices of project environmental management. The project will 
address the lack of capacities and expertise in environmental management through 
(i) institutional strengthening, and (ii) training. 
 
27. Institutional strengthening. The lack of capacities of the EA and PMO to 
coordinate environmental management will be resolved by designating a Project 
Coordinator/Engineer under the PMO. The appointment of one national safeguards 
consultant under the grant implementation consultancy will further strengthen the EA’s and 
PMO’s environmental management and supervision capacities, and ensure compliance with 
ADB’s Safeguard Policy Statement (SPS 2009). The outsourcing of periodic monitoring of 
surface water, air and noise to a licensed laboratory will ensure adherence to QA/QC 
standards. The obligation of contractors to hire Environment, Health and Safety Officers 
(EHSO) and to establish Environmental, Health and Safety Management Plans (EHSMP) for 
construction sites will help ensuring community and occupational health and safety. The 
proposed institutional strengthening plan is presented in Table EMP-5. It is believed that 
these institutional strengthening measures, combined with clearly assigned responsibilities 
and roles, will allow adequate environmental management. 
 

Table EMP- 5: Proposed Institutional Strengthening Measures 
 

Target Agencies  Institutional strengthening measures  Timing  
EA, IA, PMO  • Defining institutional arrangements for environmental management, 

monitoring, and supervision  
• Defining positions and responsibilities  
• Appointing and recruiting PMO-Project Coordinator/Engineer 
 

During project 
preparation  

Licensed 
laboratory  

• Recruiting and contracting licensed laboratory for environmental 
monitoring before, during and after construction 

  

Prior to project 
implementation  

GISC 
 
 

• Recruiting and contracting one national GISC for environmental 
management, environmental training, EMP compliance review, and 
reporting for each construction site 
.  

Prior to project 
implementation  

Contractors, 
EHSO  

• Develop Environmental, Health and Safety Management Plans 
(EHSMP) 

Prior to project 
implementation  

 
 
 
 

28. Training. The EA, PMO, IA and contractors will receive training in environmental 
management, environmental monitoring and supervision, mitigation planning, emergency 
response, public consultation and Grievance Redress Mechanism (GRM), occupational and 
community health and safety, and other environmental management techniques. The training 
topics, methods, and estimated costs for this grant are described in Table EMP-6. 
 
29. Training will mainly be facilitated by the GISC. International training specialists will be 
hired where needed and appropriate. A total budget of $7,000 for entire project 
implementation stage was earmarked for training activities related to environmental 
management in addition to the budget allocated for the consultants and project management 
(see below Table EMP-8). 
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30. Training format will include workshops and seminars. In particular, due to the 
prevalence of construction projects in the City, on-site training will be used extensively, giving 
staff firsthand experience on how to identify and correct adverse environmental impacts. Of 
particular importance for the project is to build confidence and expertise within the Roads 
Department, when dealing with contractors who are not adhering to the EMP. Training in this 
area will need to include the steps taken to address non-compliance and penalties that could 
be included in project contracts. 
 

Table EMP- 6: Training Program 
 

 

Training Topic  Targeted Agencies Timing 
Duration, 

Costs 
Environmental Laws and 
Regulations, Best Environmental 
Management Practices 

IA, PMO, PMO-Project 
Coordinator/Engineer， MET, MUB-
Environmental Protection 
Department, Contractors, EHSO 
 

Prior to project 
implementation 

1 day, $1,000  

EMP Implementation: Roles and  
Responsibilities, Monitoring,  
Supervision and Reporting  
Procedures  
 

IA, PMO, PMO-Project 
Coordinator/Engineer, MET,  
Contractors, EHSO  

Prior to and  
during project  
implementation  

1 day, $1,000 

Grievance Redress Mechanism:  
Roles and Responsibilities,  
Procedures  

IA, PPCU, PMO, GRM Access 
Points, Contractors,  
EHSO 
  

Prior to project  
implementation  

1 day, $1,000 

Occupational and Community 
Health  
and Safety, Emergency  
Preparedness and Response 
  

Contractors, EHSO, PMO-Project 
Coordinator/Engineer 

Prior to and  
during project  

1 day, $1,000 

Pollution Control and Environmental  
Monitoring, Inspection and 
Reporting,  
Public Consultation 
  

IA, PMO-Project 
Coordinator/Engineer, EHSO, 
Contractors  

Prior to and  
during project  

1 day, $1,000 

Contractor Engagement and  
Management, including EMP  
Enforcement 
  

PMO-Project Coordinator/Engineer, 
PMO, IA  

Prior to project  
implementation  

1 day, $1,000 

Road safety for vehicles, pedestrians  
and road users including cyclists,  
traffic law enforcement  

IA, local traffic police  During project  
implementation  

1 day, $1,000 

 
 

 
H. Environmental Reporting 
 
31. Monthly compliance and progress reports. The PMO-Project Coordinator/ 
Engineer under technical assistance from the M&E specialist and GISC, will produce brief 
monthly reports on EMP implementation progress and compliance for the PMO, and will 
report any issues immediately to the PMO. The monthly project progress report will present: 
(i) project implementation status and current locations for activities; (ii) environmental 
mitigation measures implemented; (iii) non-compliances with EMP; (iv) environmental 
training conducted; (v) unpredicted events or issues occurring during the reporting period 
and follow-up actions needed; (vi) findings of public consultation activities (informal 
interviews); and (vii) complaints received through the GRM process and resolutions found. 
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32. Annual environmental monitoring reports. The licensed laboratory will prepare 
concise reports presenting the results of the monitoring of surface water, air and noise, with a 
short assessment of compliance/non-compliance with Mongolian ambient environmental 
standards. 
 
33. Annual environmental monitoring reports. To ensure proper and timely 
implementation of the EMP and adherence to the agreed environmental covenants, the PMO 
shall submit to ADB environmental monitoring reports, which will be disclosed on ADB 
website based on monthly progress reports of the PMO-Project Coordinator/Engineer and 
the annual reports of the licensed laboratory. The GISC will support the PMO in developing 
these reports. The report should confirm the project’s compliance with the EMP, local 
legislation such as EIA requirements, and identify any environment related implementation 
issues and necessary corrective actions, and reflect these in a corrective action plan. The 
performance of the contractors will also be reported on with respect to environmental 
protection and impact mitigation. The operation and performance of the project GRM, 
environmental institutional strengthening and training will also be included in the quarterly 
environmental performance report. Table EMP-7 summarizes the reporting requirements. 
 

Table EMP- 7: Reporting Requirements 
 
Report Frequency Purpose From To 
Contractor’s Progress 
Report 
  

Weekly Satisfy EMP Contractor PMU 

EMP Progress and 
Compliance Report 
 

Monthly Confirm EMP 
Compliance or Issues 

PMO-Project 
Coordinator/ 
Engineer 
 

PMO 

Environmental Monitoring 
Report 
 

Annually Monitoring of air, 
surface water and 
noise 
 

Licensed laboratory PMO 

Annual Environmental 
Progress Report 

Annually Adherence to 
Environment 

PMO, GIEC, M&E 
Specialist 

ADB 

 
I. Environmental Management and Mitigation Costs 
 
34. The total project cost for this grant is estimated at $2.02 million. ADB will contribute 
$2.00 million to this grant. 
 
35. The environmental protection related cost is $101,000 (MNT 266,064,300), or 5% of 
the total estimated project budget. The major environmental protection costs for this grant 
include institutional strengthening, environmental management training, protection and 
mitigation measures during construction and operation, and awareness raising. The 
estimated costs are summarized in Table EMP-8. Excluded from the costs estimates are 
infrastructure costs related to environment and public health, including pedestrian crossings, 
safety islands, etc. 
 
36. Before construction, the PMO and IA will develop detailed responsibilities and 
requirements for contractors and will provide detailed cost estimates of mitigation measures 
and environmental monitoring in the construction contracts. The PMO will also detail the 
responsibilities of PMO-Project Coordinator/Engineer and prepare its work schedule. 
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Environmental considerations will be incorporated into the procurement to ensure 
environmentally responsive procurement. 
 

Table EMP- 8:Estimated Environmental Management Costs 
 

Item Cost (MNT) Cost ($) 
Source of 

Fund 
Training, Institutional Strengthening, Awareness Raising 
Institutional strengthening    

Project Coordinator/Engineer in PMO11 31,611,600 12,000 EA 
Grant Implementation Environment Consultant12 42,148,800 16,000 EA 
Environment, Health and Safety Officer13 42,148,800 16,000 Contractors 

Environmental management training 18,440,100 7,000 EA 
Public consultation, GRM coordination 10,537,200 4,000 EA 

Mitigation and Protection Measures during Construction Phase 
Soil erosion and contamination protection (including 
temporary facilities for slope stabilization, retaining walls, 
emergency preparedness and response planning, etc.) 

39,514,500 15,000 Contractors 

Borrow sites and spoil disposal sites management, including 
restoration14 

7,902,900 3,000 Contractors 

Surface water protection, including temporary wastewater 
treatment at construction sites 

7,902,900 3,000 Contractors 

Dust control from construction and transportation of 
construction materials and wastes 

7,902,900 3,000 Contractors 

Emission control from vehicles and construction equipment 5,268,600 2,000 Contractors 
Noise control measures around construction sites 7,902,900 3,000 Contractors 
Solid waste collection, storage and disposal 2,634,300 1,000 Contractors 
Liquid chemical waste collection, storage and disposal 2,634,300 1,000 Contractors 
Construction site safety including emergency preparedness 
and response, fencing, warning signs 

7,902,900 3,000 Contractors 

Work site health and hygiene measures during construction 7,902,900 3,000 Contractors 
Physical cultural resources protection during construction, 
including pre-construction assessment and documentation   Contractors 
Temporary traffic management, including information 
dissemination, traffic control, temporary traffic signs 7,902,900 3,000 EA 
Environmental monitoring during construction (air, water, 
noise) 7,902,900 3,000 EA 
Mitigation and Protection Measures during Operation 
Phase 

   

Safety monitoring (/year) 7,902,900 3,000 EA, IAs 
 Total (Covers construction phase and first year of 

operation) 266,064,300 101,000  
Source: TA consultant. 
 
  

                                                
11 Assuming 1 person-month national Project Coordinator/Engineer on environment management, 4 years 

implementation. 
12 Assuming 1 person-month national environment consultant per year, 4 years implementation. 
13 Assuming 4 EHSOs, for a period of 4 months each. 
14 Need for borrow sites and spoil disposal to be confirmed during detailed design. 
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J. Grievance Redress Mechanism 
 
37. A project grievance is defined as an actual or perceived project-related problem that 
results in a complaint by an affected person. The PMO and the IAs will work proactively toward 
preventing grievances through the implementation of mitigation measures and community 
consultations. To address any complaints that do arise, this project grievance redress mechanism 
(GRM) will be established. The GRM is a simple and time-based process for receiving, recording, 
and addressing project-related grievances transparently and quickly. The GRM will be accessible 
to diverse members of the local communities, including more vulnerable groups such as women, 
youth and elderly. Multiple points of entry, including face-to-face meetings, written complaints, 
telephone calls, or e-mail, will be available. Opportunities for confidentiality and privacy for 
complainants will be honored where requested. The GRM does not impede or replace legal 
procedures and Mongolia’s judicial system. 
 
38. In Mongolia, residents' complaints or concerns are generally communicated taken to the 
bagh (village) or soum representatives, and this system has been integrated into the GRM. 
 
39. The PMO environment officer and social officer will be the lead coordinators for GRM 
implementation. All project agencies and staff will be trained in the GRM and will take an active 
role in supporting these staff as and when necessary. The PMO environment officer and social 
officer will establish a GRM tracking and documentation system, instruct all project agencies in 
the GRM procedures, conduct daily coordination with project agencies, arrange meetings and 
conduct site visits as necessary, maintain the overall project GRM database, and prepare the 
reporting inputs for progress reports to ADB. In each project soum and bagh, the government will 
nominate a focal person for the GRM. The names and contact details of the PMO, soum and bagh 
focal points will be disseminated to the project agencies and communities. Upon receiving any 
complaints, the bagh and soum focal points will immediately inform the PMO environment and/or 
social officer. 
 
40. Once a complaint is received and filed, the MET and PMO officers will identify if 
complaints are eligible. Eligible complaints include those where (i) the complaint pertains to the 
project; and the issues arising in the complaint fall within the scope of environmental issues that 
the GRM is authorized to address. Ineligible complaints include those where: (i) the complaint is 
clearly not project-related; (ii) the nature of the issue is outside the mandate of the environmental 
GRM (such as allegations of fraud or corruption); and (iii) other procedures are more appropriate 
to address the issue. Ineligible complaints will be recorded and passed to the relevant authorities 
and the complainant will be informed of the decision and reasons for rejection. The procedure 
and timeframe for the GRM is as follows; and see Figure EMP-1. 
 

(i) Stage 1 (5 working days): If a concern arises, the affected person may resolve the 
issue directly with the contractor or make the complaint known to the soum15 or 
bagh focal point, other local authorities, administrations, PMO, or any level of 
authority they are comfortable with. Whenever possible, the contractor will resolve 
the issue directly with the affected person. The issue shall be immediately reported 
to the PMO. 

                                                
15 The country of Mongolia is divided into 21 provinces (Mongolian: аймаг, aimag) and the capital (нийслэл,niislel) 

Ulaanbaatar. Secondary subdivisions outside Ulaanbaatar are called "sum" (сум, often transcribed as soum). In 
2006, Mongolia had 331 sums. Sums are further subdivided into bags (баг). While sums always have a permanent 
settlement as administrative center, many bags don't. Ulaanbaatar is divided into nine düüregs (дүүрэг, usually 
translated as district), which are further subdivided into khoroos(хороо, most often translated as subdistrict, 
microdistrict or simply district). 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aimag
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/D%C3%BC%C3%BCreg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Khoroo
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Microdistrict
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(ii) Stage 2 (5 working days): If the issue cannot be resolved in Stage 1, after five 
days, the PMO will take over responsibility in close coordination with the soum 
and/or bagh focal point. The eligibility of the complaint will be assessed, and a 
recommended solution given to the complainant and contractors within 5 working 
days. If the solution is agreed by the complainant, the contractors and/or facility 
operators will implement the solution within seven days. Written records will be 
made of all stages and outcomes. 

 
(iii) Stage 3 (10 working days): If no solution can be identified in Stage 2 and/or the 

complainant is not satisfied with the proposed solution, the PMO and soum and/or 
bagh focal points will organize, within 10 days, a stakeholder meeting (including 
the complainant, contractor and/or operator of the facility, and local government 
agencies). A solution acceptable to all shall be identified including clear steps. The 
contractors (during construction) and facility operators (during operation) will 
immediately implement the agreed solution. Written records will be made of all 
stages and outcomes. 

 
41. The executing and/or implementing agencies shall bear any and all costs of 
implementing the GRM, including meeting, travel, and/or accommodation costs of the government 
staff or affected person. The GRM will be implemented throughout project construction and at 
least the first year of operation for each project facility. The PMO will include any grievances, 
steps taken, and results, within the semi-annual reports to ADB. 
 
42. Accountability mechanism. ADB implements an "accountability mechanism" as a 
forum where people adversely affected by ADB-assisted projects can voice and seek solutions to 
their problems and report alleged noncompliance of ADB's operational policies and procedures. 
The policy is available at: http://www.adb.org/documents/accountabilitymechanism-policy-2012. 
The mechanism is designed to: (i) enhance ADB's development effectiveness and project quality; 
(ii) be responsive to the concerns of project-affected people and fair to all stakeholders; (iii) reflect 
the highest professional and technical standards in its staffing and operations; (iv) be as 
independent and transparent as possible; and (v) be cost-effective, efficient, and complementary 
to the other supervision, audit, quality control, and evaluation systems at ADB. The mechanism 
provides two approaches to which affected persons may apply: (i) review of perceived grievances 
and complaints, which is undertaken by ADB's Office of Special Project Facilitator (OSPF); and 
(ii) review of whether non-compliance with ADB's policies has occurred, which is undertaken by 
ADB's Compliance Review Panel. 
 
43. The PMO, in its trainings and consultations, shall inform project stakeholders about the 
Accountability Mechanism. As far as possible, attempts should first be made to resolve any 
grievances through the project GRM, before applying to the Accountability Mechanism. 
 
 

http://www.adb.org/documents/accountabilitymechanism-policy-2012
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Figure EMP- 2: Grievance Redress Mechanism for the Grant Project 
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K. Mechanisms for Feedback and Adjustment 
 
44. Based on environmental monitoring and reporting systems in place, the PMO shall assess 
whether further mitigation measures are required as corrective action, or improvement in 
environmental management practices are required. The effectiveness of mitigation measures and 
monitoring plans will be evaluated by a feedback reporting system. The PMO will play a critical 
role in the feedback and adjustment mechanism. If the PMO identifies a substantial deviation 
from the EMP, or if any changes are made to the project scope that may cause significant adverse 
environmental impacts or increase the number of affected people, then the PMO shall 
immediately consult MET and ADB to get their approval and identify EMP adjustment 
requirements. 
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